
PART IV A Shared Civic Language 

Lacking any other common iden1ty, save our humanity, shared ci1zenship represents the 
best founda1on on which Israel’s 8.5 million ci1zens can realis1cally build a beAer shared 
future. In the contemporary world, ci1zenship is a fundamental legal iden1ty that has been 
enshrined as a basic human right. Greater apprecia1on of the value of our shared Israeli 
ci1zenship is cri1cal to the cul1va1on of social cohesion.  

Clues to why this understanding is so elusive have revealed themselves over the years. Even 
aEer 68 years of statehood, far too many Israelis are yet to fully internalize with whom they 
share Israeli ci1zenship. Astonishingly, this even includes many elected leaders. This confused 
state of mind is evident in our muddled language. We oEen, for example, refer to “Arabs and 
Israelis” when what we mean are “Arab-Pales1nian and Jewish ci1zens of Israel.” Likewise, 
too many of us think and therefore say “Israelis and Ethiopians” or “Israelis and Russians,” 
when in fact we are all Israelis, albeit with varying degrees of comfort in our Israeli skins. 
Language shapes and sustains reality. It is, therefore, high 1me that we overcome such 
damaging linguis1c blind spots concerning Israeli ci1zenship. How can we expect the 
emergence of a healthily cohesive society if we do not learn to acknowledge, dignify, and 
include all ci1zens in the language we use to describe ourselves?  

This calls for the development of a consensual civic language which is accessible to Israelis of 
all backgrounds. It cannot, therefore, be exclusively Jewish or democra1c, religious or 
secular, Zionist or an1-Zionist. If grounded in all of our dis1nct cultures, this civic language 
can help Israelis beAer understand each other and cooperate in building a beAer shared 
future. It can also offer the promise of improved rela1ons with our Jewish and Pales1nian 
families the world over.  

The Consensual Civic Language of Shared Ci:zenship 

Over 1me, Merchavim’s core mission has evolved to develop and disseminate just such a 
consensual civic language. But on its founding in 1998, there was no such precise sense of 
purpose, only a desire to contribute to the improvement of rela1ons among Israelis of all 
backgrounds. It took several years for the unique poten1al of shared ci1zenship to be 
recognized alongside the importance of developing a consensual civic language for its 
promo1on.  

Two pivotal events catalyzed the establishment of Merchavim as well as other new society-
building NGOs. The first was the assassina1on of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by a Jewish-
Israeli extremist on November 4, 1995. The second was the civil unrest of October 2000, 
following the outbreak of the Second In1fada. Both events put severe strain on the fabric of 
Israeli society: the first primarily among Jewish-Israelis, the second between Jewish-Israelis 
and Arab-Pales1nian-Israelis. 

Unlike other NGOs that have generally focused on specific strands of inter-group tensions 
(Jewish-Arab, immigrant-veteran, secular-religious, etc.), Merchavim chose from the outset 



to consider all aspects of iden1ty and diversity. Given the diversity and extraordinary lack of 
agreement among Israeli ci1zens, it became clear that the produc1on of a more effec1ve 
civic glue would require a consensual “thickening” of the “thin” legal fact of shared 
ci1zenship. It also became apparent that this could only be achieved by employing an 
approach that did not threaten the many other legi1mate and cherished iden11es of the 
different groups sharing Israeli ci1zenship; Jewish-Israelis could not be expected to 
compromise their iden1fica1on with the Jewish people nor, likewise, Arab-Pales1nian-Israelis 
with the Pales1nian people, Russian-Israelis with Russian culture, and everybody with their 
gender and sexual orienta1ons, for example. Based on these insights, the shared ci1zenship 
model acknowledges the need to foster a more meaningful civic iden1ty. It also maintains 
that tradi1onal binary approaches to conflict mi1ga1on and society-building oEen 
inadvertently perpetuate what they set out to overcome.  

The Development Process 

The consensual civic model and language of shared ci1zenship was developed by a diverse 
group of about 20 Israeli teachers represen1ng all four Israeli tribes. The group was 
convened and facilitated by Merchavim and met one day a week for almost two years. It is 
probably fair to say that everyone who took part in this alternately painful and joyful process 
felt privileged and enriched. No one felt that they had lost or compromised any part of their 
former selves; the opposite was hopefully truer. The shared awareness that an honest 
conversa1on about “all of us” by “all of us” was an essen1al star1ng place for shaping a 
beAer shared future was a rich reward to all who par1cipated. The resul1ng model and 
language are, therefore, the property of no single organiza1on or person; rather, they are the 
collec1ve outcome of a talented, courageous, and determined group of Israeli ci1zens who 
worked together to iden1fy the common civic founda1ons for building a “Place for Us All.” 

The Founda:ons of the Shared Ci:zenship Model  

The shared ci1zenship model is designed to encourage a process that includes reflec1on on 
key concepts, knowledge acquisi1on, aitudinal change toward others, and civic ac1vism. It 
is grounded on three founda1ons informed by the 1995 essay, “Educa1on, Democra1c 
Ci1zenship, and Mul1culturalism,” by the American poli1cal theorist Michael Walzer. 

The three founda1ons are:  

• Values. Shared ci1zenship must be grounded, first and foremost, on common values and 
only then on common interests and self-interest. This is essen1al in order to prevent uncivil 
behavior driven by shiEing interests. The model calls for the considera1on and development 
of fairer aitudes and behaviors at every level – from the family, through the classroom and 
community, and up to and including na1onal and interna1onal policies.  

• Context. Educa1on (and indeed all inten1onal ac1on) promo1ng substan1ve shared 
ci1zenship must be contextual and therefore relevant to the circumstances of all ci1zens. 
This is all the more important when dealing with the educa1on of children who require 



relevance in learning. Delibera1on by young Israelis about the prospects of more meaningful 
shared Israeli ci1zenship requires an honest considera1on of its specific challenges and 
benefits together with frank acknowledgment of the dis1nct circumstances and fears. 

• Ac:on. Promo1ng more substan1ve shared ci1zenship must involve actual “doing” and not 
just thinking. Greater knowledge about the backgrounds of our fellow ci1zens and familiarity 
with the barriers they face to fair shared ci1zenship is cri1cal but not sufficient; the barriers 
are economic and material as well as symbolic and thus demand ac1on as well as 
understanding. One example is our increasing awareness of the need for wheelchair access 
in public spaces. While awareness is important, it does not afford people in wheelchairs 
greater opportuni1es; they s1ll need the installa1on of ramps, liEs, wider doorways, and 
appropriate bathrooms. 

The Five Core Concepts of the Shared Ci:zenship Model 

The shared ci1zenship model incorporates five interlocking concepts: iden1ty, access, 
fairness, spaces of agreement, and ac1ve shared ci1zenship. 

 

Iden:ty  



A common misunderstanding of the no1on of iden1ty compels Israelis to think that they 
need to choose between being Jewish or Israeli, Arab-Pales1nian or Israeli, and Russian or 
Israeli, for example. The shared ci1zenship model focuses instead on the mul1plicity and 
fluidity of iden1ty. A person’s iden1ty should not be viewed quan1ta1vely or with a finite 
composi1on like the slices of a pie chart. People have an unlimited number of iden11es: 
civic, religious, na1onal, ethnic, physical, gender, age, family, professional, and 
socioeconomic, among others. Recogni1on of our mul1ple iden11es can help us to iden1fy 
commonali1es with our fellow ci1zens.  

Naturally, we don’t value all of our mul1ple iden11es equally; some are more central to our 
sense of self than others, and their rela1ve importance is in constant flux depending on 
circumstances. This doesn’t mean that there are never tensions between them, but these 
tend to be contextual rather than inherent. Regional peace, for example, will consign many 
of the longstanding tensions within Arab-Pales1nian-Israeli iden1ty to history and, doubtless, 
lead to the crea1on of new ones.  

Access  

The shared ci1zenship model is commiAed to ensuring greater access to economic, material, 
and symbolic belonging for all Israeli ci1zens. This specific concept of access concerns the 
opportunity to par1cipate as both individual ci1zens and members of larger groups. It is 
about the opportunity to realize individual poten1al, to belong, and to contribute toward the 
well-being of the civic collec1ve. Access is vital in a number of areas – poli1cal, cultural, 
physical, socioeconomic, geographical, and linguis1c, among others – and these are all 
invariably interconnected. To take one obvious example, if Israelis with physical disabili1es 
have limited physical access to schools, public buildings, and workplaces – as is currently the 
norm – they will almost inevitably lack opportuni1es for educa1on, services, and 
employment. This interconnectedness explains why weaker groups tend to become weaker 
and stronger groups stronger. It explains why these paAerns are hard to break, even when 
there is genuine desire to provide everyone with a fair chance. 

Fairness  

The shared ci1zenship model is morally grounded on the idea of encouraging fairer aitudes 
and behaviors and shaping fairer classrooms, schools, communi1es, policies, and, ul1mately, 
society. A fairer society provides the most amenable environment for the promo1on of social 
cohesion. For the concept of fairness to be useful, it must be applied in consistent ways to 
concrete issues beyond our own tribe. It must be applied equally to all “others” and not just 
to ourselves or those very like us. 

The aforemen1oned example of wheelchair access in Israeli schools has been especially 
helpful in illumina1ng the value of fairness among students and teachers alike. While 
physical disability is one par1cularly tangible aspect of the iden1ty of hundreds of thousands 
of Israeli ci1zens, the great majority of educa1onal ins1tu1ons s1ll lack wheelchair access. 
But teachers and students of all backgrounds find it easy to agree that this situa1on is unfair 



and needs changing. This shows how ci1zens from diverse backgrounds are able to iden1fy 
and expand life changing “spaces of agreement” when given the common civic language with 
which to do so.  

Contrary to some skep1cism, fairness, as defined here, has proved itself to be both a robust 
and consensual measure for iden1fying and working toward a beAer shared future. Fairness 
has universal appeal, and there tends to be a basic understanding of what it entails, 
irrespec1ve of background; we all know how to distribute ice creams fairly in our children’s 
kindergarten. Given our tribal tendencies, the broader moral ques1on is how ice creams 
should be distributed fairly among all Israeli kindergarten children? Here too, however 
inconvenient it may be, we all know the right answer. Fairness is a higher standard than 
equality. To be truly fair, children with special needs, children of immigrants, and children 
from underserved communi1es require more and beAer teaching than those more 
privileged. The alloca1on of equal teaching hours for the weakest groups in our society 
would s1ll, therefore, be less than fair. Nonetheless, such an alloca1on would certainly 
represent progress given the current distribu1on of educa1onal resources in Israeli schools, 
which rou1nely favors already strong communi1es.      

Spaces of agreement  

The language of shared ci1zenship seeks to expand possible spaces of agreement while 
clarifying, legi1mizing, and managing inevitable disagreements. Some basic agreements are 
essen1al to maintaining all human communi1es over 1me, be they families, tribes, 
businesses, religious communi1es, peoples, or states. However, any expecta1on of reaching 
total and all-encompassing agreements is unrealis1c and as dangerous to the prospects for 
healthy social cohesion as the lack of any basic agreements.  

The concept of spaces of agreement can be imagined as a series of three concentric bands: 

Essen%al spaces of agreement. Without these, no community can exist over 1me. In the 
case of ci1zenship, the most basic examples are keeping the law or changing it by legal 
means. Healthy social cohesion is compromised by unnecessary and harmful expansion of 
this space beyond the bare essen1al. Mature democracies, which are the most successful at 
providing condi1ons conducive to social cohesion, keep essen1al agreements to a minimum. 
They do not, for example, waste energy legisla1ng against feelings and expressions of 
exclusion but rather invest in understanding and addressing them. 

Possible spaces of agreement. These are expanded through the iden1fica1on of shared 
values, iden11es, and interests, using the consensual language of shared ci1zenship. The 
experience of Merchavim is that given the opportunity to meet and speak as equals in a safe 
space while speaking the same civic language, Israelis of all backgrounds quickly iden1fy and 
cul1vate many possible spaces of agreement. This process results in a welcome “thickening” 
of their shared ci1zenship. Given the right condi1ons, countless important agreements that 
promote a fairer, more cohesive society are there to be discovered, such as agreements 



about the fairness of equal pay in the workplace regardless of irrelevant aspects of iden1ty 
like ethnicity, gender, physical disability, and skin color. 

Una6ainable spaces of agreement. Disagreements concerning a preferred defini1on of the 
state and primary sources of authority have been discussed as two prominent examples of 
unaAainable spaces of agreement. Fortunately, such disagreements are largely non-essen1al 
and can be accommodated if managed sensi1vely. Agreement on borders is, however, the 
prominent excep1on in Israel’s case. As has already been argued, such an agreement is 
essen1al for the promo1on of sustainable social cohesion.  

It is commonly understood that marriages, families, and other communi1es that are far 
smaller and more homogenous than states require a healthy balance of rules, compromise, 
and accommoda1on of disagreements in order to survive. How, therefore, is it possible that 
a diverse collec1ve of 8.5 million Israeli ci1zens can and must reach any number of 
unaAainable agreements?  

Many academics and thought-leaders focus on these unaAainable spaces of agreement, 
perhaps because they are the most intellectually challenging. Many poli1cians are also 
drawn to them, possibly because they involve noisy debate and poli1cal point-scoring rather 
than effec1ve ac1on and the associated expenditure. The media, in turn, is increasingly 
driven by ra1ngs and intractable disagreements make for great numbers. Ac1ve shared 
ci1zenship  

No amount of empathy ever got a wheelchair up a step. Recogni1on of the unfairness 
endured by others and a genuine desire for a fairer shared future are essen1al but 
insufficient. Awareness and mo1va1on must be followed by prac1cal ac1ons that improve 
lives.  

When it comes to educa1on, for example, once a school community is commiAed to the 
pursuit of greater fairness, changes rela1ng to the curriculum, faculty composi1on, teaching 
strategies, language policies, physical access, and others can be consensually planned and 
implemented. And this commitment to fairness must be applied at every level, from the 
design of a pre-school project to the alloca1on of the na1onal educa1on budget. 

Accumula1ve evidence from hundreds of workshops run by Merchavim for thousands of 
Israeli teachers of all backgrounds makes it extremely clear that sensi1ve use of the 
consensual linguis1c building blocks of the shared ci1zenship model can produce empathy 
and help iden1fy broad spaces of possible agreement. Followed by effec1ve ac1on, this can 
improve the lives of millions of Israelis economically, materially and symbolically and thereby 
strengthen the civic fabric and social cohesion. 


